The University of Oklahoma
Jeannine Rainbolt
College of Education

CLASS OF 2019
CONVOCATION PROGRAM

1 p.m.
Saturday, May 11, 2019
T. Howard McCasland Field House
Norman, Oklahoma
PROCESSIONAL
(please remain seated)

Presiding
Teresa DeBacker, Associate Dean for Professional Education

OU Chant
Vocalist David Soto Zambrana will perform accompanied by Andrea Johnson

Remarks
Gregg Garn, Dean

Recognition of Special Awards
Degrees with Honors and Distinction

Convocation Address
Jaydn Means
(B.S. Ed., Elementary Education)

Presentation of Candidates
Teresa DeBacker (Ph.D.)
Lawrence Baines, Associate Dean for Graduate Studies and Research (M.Ed.)
Sherry Cox, Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Student Services (B.S. Ed.)

Instructional Leadership
Educational Leadership
Educational Psychology
Bachelor of Science in Education

Presentation of Graduates
Teresa DeBacker

State Song
Vocalist David Soto Zambrana will perform accompanied by Andrea Johnson

RECESSIONAL
Guests should remain seated until all faculty and graduates have completed the recessional.
You are invited to join us for a reception in Collings Hall immediately following the ceremony.
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION DEGREES

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Baylee Anthony*
Audrey Base
Brooke Bauman
Hailey Craighead*
Lauren Decker**
Kendall Diedrich*
Megan Easley*
Isabella Evans
Aubrey Jones**
Matthew Mairet
Sarah Matuszak*
Katie Neary*
Lara Newton**
Justine Pelger**
Caroline Smith**
Mackenzie Stevens
Kaytlynn Toney*
Hannah Watson*
Kylie Wittenbach*

Madison McKim**
Corynn McMurray
Catherine McNeill
Jaydn Means
Kearleigh Meyer*
Madison Miller
Hailey Milsten**
Rebecca Mohri*
Lisa Morrow**
Chance Mueller*
Lindsey Murphy*
Jessica Murray
Lynden Powers**
Sarah Reynolds***#
Kelsey Rice
Sara Seals**
Madison Shearer**
Courtney Smith
Natalie Sorrells
Kristen Stein**
Meg Surface
Aire Thorne*
Kristen Vairin**
John Walker
Paige Wood

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Carly Anderson**
Taylor Belote**
Shaye Brim**
Erin Brown*
Katelynn Capps**
Summer Coburn**
Emi Cue**
Ellen Deal*
Haley Dotson
Rylie Durham**##
Cyndee Dwyer**
Haven Ellis
Beth Erschen**
Jamie Gardner
Loren Giles*
Tisa Green
Summer Hughes**
Christine Jones**
Mary Kyncl*
Julie Lesser*
Samantha Maser**

MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Alyssa Leggett**
Rebekah Mayner**
Kevin Ray

SCIENCE EDUCATION
Maxwell Bowman
Evan Whitaker

LANGUAGE ARTS EDUCATION
Shannon Jackson
Brody Smith**
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION DEGREES

SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION
Nathan Blagg*
Ty Caldwell
Margaret Cooper*
Jeremy Harris
Susan Jarboe**
Victoria Malcolm**
Kaylee Moore
Dominique Newberg*
John Newberg**
Taylor Shogren
Mason Warner
Karly Weller*

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Jaycie Adamson*
Anne Crosby*
Madison Cude
Sydney Johnson
Erin McIntosh
Peighton Trook**
Rachael Wright*

WORLD LANGUAGES EDUCATION
Brittany White*

** With Special Distinction
* With Distinction
# 4.0 Special Distinction
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP AND ACADEMIC CURRICULUM

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP AND ACADEMIC CURRICULUM

Early Childhood Education
Rebecca Grimes
Caroline Johnson
Wauneka Leeson
Katherine Sylvester

Elementary Education
Emily Rolen

English Education
Will Blair
Kylie Gibbons
Candace Hunnergardt
Jaymie Morgan

ILAC
Tanya Bindernagel

Mathematics Education
Julia Prise

Reading Education
Melinda Marcott

Science Education
Kahla Vitz
Caitlin Trail

World Language Education
Sarah Klankey
Wen Lu
Kexuan Wu

AP Europe
Jennifer Warburton

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP AND ACADEMIC CURRICULUM

Early Childhood Education
Jane Baber
Mackinley Cross
Shelley Groves
Jennie Hanna
Stacey Hughes
Anthony Kunkel
Gul Nahar
Wesley Stroud
Cacey Wells
Ureka Williams
Mano Yasuda

Major Professor
Dr. Crag Hill
Dr. Stacy Reeder
Dr. Lawrence Baines
Dr. Lawrence Baines
Dr. Lawrence Baines
Dr. Lawrence Baines
Dr. Lawrence Baines
Dr. Lawrence Baines
Dr. Stacy Reeder
Dr. Lawrence Baines
Dr. Lawrence Baines
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND POLICY STUDIES

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN ADULT AND HIGHER EDUCATION
Allison Bishop
Alycia Brown
Jason Cook
Victoria Dwira
Jarod Harakal
Colton Hardin
Shaquial Harris
Jenna Henderson
Lauren Ledbetter
Megan McConnell
Jonna Vanderslice Malone
Deanne Brodie-Mends
Melissa Molsberry
Samuel Painter
Jordan Pearse
Heidi Ravelo
Kathryn Reeder
Sarah Segner
Jewellia Simpson
Olivia Spruill
Sarah Stagg
McKenna Treece
Kathryn Ullrich
Jenna Woodward
Christopher Wright
Caitlin Fournier
Erin Haley
Andrea Hernandez
Leonard Hood
Wes Kirk
Isaac Koh
Max Krieger
Connor Madole
Kayla Ratliff
Kelsey Reynolds
Cicily-Brooke Riggs
Anthony Rini
Baxter Rodman
Aaron Smith
Dillon Stanley
Regina Thurston

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION, CURRICULUM AND SUPERVISION
Emily Bohl
Addis Bohon
Gary Broyles
Christiona Cejda
Rebecca Clyma
Courtenay Coolahan
Shannon Cross
Lauren Gushing
Kara Hayes
Alexa Hudak
Garett Hueffed
Morgan Myers
Deanne Pence
Lindsey Pickle
Trenda Purcell
Keirra Riggs
Alex-Andria Rooks
Angela Ruth
Jennifer Shokat
Hadley Shepherd
Kevin Williams
Blake Wood

Educational Studies
Allie Pham

Intercollegiate Athletics Administration
Emily Bedy
Rachana Bhat
Katherine Carden
Brandon Chandler
Chandler Cornelius
Adam Cribbs
Marcos Enriquez
Ryan Flood
Tina Floyd
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND POLICY STUDIES

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ADULT AND HIGHER EDUCATION**

*Major Professor*

Stevie Johnson  Dr. Derek Houston
Tiffany Smith  Dr. Derek Houston
Corey Still  Dr. Siduri Haslerig

**DOCTOR OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION, CURRICULUM AND SUPERVISION**

*Major Professor*

Jamie Buckmaster  Dr. Angela Urick

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION, CURRICULUM AND SUPERVISION**

*Major Professor*

Channa Byerley  Dr. Jeff Maiden

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES**

*Major Professor*

Hannah Blackwell  Dr. Mirelsie Velazquez
Julie Davis  Dr. Susan Laird
Johnnie McConnell  Dr. Susan Laird
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN 21st CENTURY TEACHING AND LEARNING
Amanda Harris

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN INSTRUCTIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY
Malinda Brown
Pamela Charvat
Elizabeth Kuehn
Rebecca Nkhata
Shayna Pond
Edwardo Quinonez
Jordan Rayfield

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Major Professor
Joaquin Laws-Rodriguez Dr. Lisa Frey
Erika Warbinton Dr. Ben Heddy
Dr. Terry Pace

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INSTRUCTIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY
Major Professor
Kristyna Looney Dr. Teresa DeBacker

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
Major Professor
Hajar Almutlaq Dr. Teresa DeBacker
Karen Wilson Dr. Teresa DeBacker

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
Zoe Garcia
Madeline Goodman
Sarah Grotts
Lauren Guilfoyle
Allison Hill
Kandi Hughart
Indigo Hobson-Lowther
Zeinab Moravejnia
Jordan Todd
Charles Williams
James Wilson

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
Brooke Abney
Catherine Blair
Kacie Carter
Kari Childers
Ali Dice
Margaret Dingus
Amanda Duke
Heather Eisel

Christi Ferguson
Kim Garner
Shawna Harris
Andrea Hernandez
Jenny Howard
Olivia Lane
Hunter Matusevich
Drew Pierce
Kiley Smith
Paige Tarrant
Jin-Hua Ting
Christina Ulmer
Dawn Walker
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Bronze medallions on red-and-white ribbons are worn by students who have maintained a 4.0 grade-point average throughout their bachelor’s program. Crimson hoods are worn by students who are graduating with honors.

Gold hoods are worn by students who are graduating with academic distinction.

  Light blue hoods are worn by masters’ students.

  Royal blue hoods are worn by doctoral students.

Purple and kelly green cords are worn by members of Kappa Delta Pi.

Burgundy and white cords are worn by members of the Student Council for Exceptional Children.

Green cords are worn by members of the Oklahoma National Science Teachers Association Student Chapter.

Red cords are worn by members of the Student Oklahoma Education Association.

  Royal blue cords are worn by members of the Urban Teacher Preparation Academy.
OU CHANT

O--K--L--A--H--O--M--A---!
Our chant rolls on and on.
Thousands strong join heart and song
in Alma Mater’s praise;
Of campus beautiful by day and night;
Of colors proudly gleaming red and white
‘neath a western sky, OU’s chant will never die!
Live on, university.

STATE SONG
“OKLAHOMA”

Oklahoma! Where the wind comes sweepin’ down the plain
and the wavin’ wheat can sure smell sweet
when the wind comes right behind the rain.
Oklahoma! Every night my honey lamb and I
sit alone and talk, and watch a hawk
makin’ lazy circles in the sky.
We know we belong to the land,
and the land we belong to is grand,
and when we say -
A-yip-i-o-ee-ay!
We’re only sayin’
You’re doin’ fine Oklahoma,
Oklahoma - OK!